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About This Game

No1Left is a hardcore multiplayer sandbox survival RPG with a top-down camera view.

The game aims to be a hardcore survival RPG which is very challenging to play.
You randomly start one of the five characters and your goal is to spend your talent points as best as possible.

Zombies can take you down fast and bad decisions can result in certain death and loss of your character.
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Title: No1Left
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Skarond
Publisher:
Skarond
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP 64

Processor: Intel Dual-Core E5700 or equivalent AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 6870 or equivalent NVIDIA

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

English
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no1 left unsaid lyrics

This game is pretty good, good enough that i can recommend this game altough the combat system is broken such as when, i am
facing someone and none of my attacks are hitting them, they do a 180 block then proceed to throw me lunge and then hale
attacks on me which is strange cause usually they would be in the middle of attacking someone else all in all theis game would
be golden if the combat system was better, smoother and more balanced. 6/10. Great new pack, i love it, some new bikes. but
i'm talking why there is no exhaust upgrade or change color option? pls update soon. Worst game I played so far on steam.

At least the agony was quick:
Start the game.
Press Tab
Spam 1,2
Finish the game with 100% acievements in 20 seconds.
Uninstall.
Cry in the bed feeling violated.

(I had this... erm... gamelike thing... minialized in the tray for 4,30min just to write this review.. In Short, currently as of
03-July-2018 there is not enough content to warrant the current price tag of \u20ac14.99 in my opinion.

The product seems stable and the current available mode seems to work bug free, except for the issue I have with the game
remembering scores, I mention near the end.

You start in an Arena-like forest map surrounded by glowing Pyramids, which look very much out of place and I don't know
why they are there, though there could be a "lore" behind it I have missed and apologies if I did.

You start with a good amount of normal arrows and a few fire\/explosive arrows and a melee weapon you can switch to instead
of the bow.

You shoot wild animals for gaining certain type of resources and can gather other resources which are lying around the ground.
You gather resources simply by pressing F near them, there is no need for gathering tools or any tree chopping or pick axing of
stones.

After collecting a few resources you can start building some items to form your base, such as a cauldron to make healing potions
from flowers, a well for water, campfire for food from meat or a station to craft bows and arrows.

Ones you start building your base it will get frequently attacked by the Wild Animals.
You can further build walls, a gate, spikes and a bear trap to help you fend them off and start building a save area.

Every action you do adds to your score which in the end is summed up and added to a leaderboard. I don't know at this time if
the leaderboard is just your scores or your steam friends or anyone that owns the game.

The only issue I had is that no scores are recorded for me. Dying in a game with a score doesn't remember it or add it to the
leaderboard and finishing a game without dying also doesn't.

While this might only be happening for me or was fixed in the meantime, it is an important feature that needs to work as beating
a previous score is what ads replay value and without it it will entertain you only for a limited time.

While the game is working and is a work in progress I respectfully cannot recommend it as this stage as for the current price tag
of \u20ac14.99 it has not enough content as I mentioned in the beginning.

Before anyone starts moaning about "It's Early Access and it has potential" - Yes, that might be true but we all see Early Access
differently, even though STEAM has a very clear policy and guidelines up on steamworks for all to read freely!
I support games financially for potential and great ideas on Kickstarter and do so for a fair share of my money.
However, on STEAM Early Access ones you charge for a product, I expect the content to be worth the current price tag which
in this case I just don't feel it is.
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That's just my opinion. Feel free to disagree and leave your own review voicing your own.

Viel Spa\u00df and Happy Gaming
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/Games4Kickz. -All-in-all, this game can be summed up as half-baked.
-Let's start of with the positives. There is demand for language games and the general concept and atmosphere works fairly well
for that demand. when the atmosphere works right and the music (If you can find it) plays, the game does lighten up and
become less boring and\/or tedious.
-Sadly, there's many more negatives than positives.
 First things first,
  -This is not a $20 game. This is at most a $10 dollar game. I understand that hiring various voice-actors for various languages
isnt cheap but there's nothing in the game that could really solidify a $20 price as is.
  -This game isn't finished and is advertised as finished
  -The camera and movement are terrible. The camera is stiff and is stuck in an uncomfortable bird's-eye-view that is only able
to be moved horizontally. If the camera was in a 3rd-person view the game would open up more and the aesthetic could really
shine with the designs and the music.
  -The movement is just as bad and dated as the camera, as the character controls like a tank( as previous reviews have stated).
Directing the character by mouse in some way might make the control of the character be easier and more smooth.
  -The content of the language learning so far seems to be far and few between with few words padded out only with long walks
between characters. In this state, the game is just too inefficient to learn a language
  -The pathinding for AI is pretty bad( especially with the person you follow, who will walk through the river and into houses).
9/10

Excellent game with tons of content, and I'm assuming more to come. The controls are tight and have little to no "slip" to them.
If you enjoy difficult platforming then a definite buy.

In the campaign mode, there are six worlds with 10 levels each. There are gold, silver, bronze and score medals which are
awarded based on time and points (earned by doing going fast and picking up "bits"). You can complete levels in any order you
want, but need a certain amount of medals to unlock later worlds. At the end of each world, a challenge called a marathon is
presented in which you must complete every level in a row, and can be used to earn extra medals.

The local multiplayer mode had a few glitches, however they didn't really take away from the gameplay. I could not find a way
to exit it without closing the entire game. There are two modes: one in which you select a campaign level, and must BOTH
complete it before continuing, and one where you pick one of six weapons and battle it out in new arenas. These are both fun
and get some laughter, especially when you start rolling around and swinging axes.

There's another multiplayer mode with only one map that's like snake, that was interesting but only worth a few minutes in my
opinion.

I haven't tried online multiplayer.

You can also customize your ball's shape, finish, trail, etc. with the bits you find.

Pros:
-Great controls
-Tons of content
-Customization
-Built in speedrun timer
-Fun local multiplayer
-Bonus maps

Cons:
-Steep difficulty curve
-No checkpoints, even on 2+ minute levels
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RATING: 9/10

. Drawings 10\/10
Topic 10\/10
Story 3\/10
Musik 6\/10
Realism 3\/10 (Native americans in the game look more like animes or europeans for example)
Hidden hint about connection native americans and greys aka. star people 10\/10
Difficulty wimmelpicture 9\/10 (not too hard and not too easy)
Difficulty puzzles 6\/10 (way too easy except one)
almost always the same two puzzles again 4\/10
Animals included that dont belong to north america (lioness and chamaeleon) 3\/10
3.50 CHF for 2 houres 30\/10 ;-)
Little girls kitsch factor 5\/10

Overall 8\/10. Lovely little top down RPG. Simple enough but it's got a warm heart, good sense of humour. Can't ask much
more than that for a small, cheap action RPG.. If you want to extend your vocabulary, then this game is recommended for you.
From a long word, you need to break them down into simplier words and you can view their meanings as well. Words progress
as level rises.

The achievements of this game is easy but it may take awhile because the achievements are level-based. You will be awarded an
achievement every time you reach a particular level. Gaining new words is the compensation for playing it for long hours, take it
as an alternative Meriam-Webster Dictionary online.

Enjoy the game. Recommended for gamers who likes their brain to function and gain and understand certain words for daily
preferences.
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I dont play many turn based games, only played xcom and wasteland 2, this game has great aniimations and a cool art style with
some awesome music, although 8 hours in my save was chewed up but i have no problem playing it over again :). The story is
good and some very cool characters aswell, for 15$ its worth buying although id price it a bit higher. 10\/10. Autocraft is game
that's right to go into Early Access, as the game could do with a lot of improvement before it becomes a proper Crashtastic
clone....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIHe0QcEXKY. it's like a kids version of Serious Sam with only 2 levels. Beat the first
level in about 10 minuts. The second level spawned me abut 10 feet in the air and I couldn't move.

performance is very bad. locomotion is dash teleport so it's quick and smooth but you can't easily move backwards.
Nice caracters and animation but the game feels broken.
. pcmasterracing at its finest

hey you..yes you do you like going fast upside down? do you like torture racers / twitch racers, and rage simulators!!??!! then
this may be the racing game for you

+1,000,000's of user generated tracks
+great level editor
+high speed arcade racing
+fully moddable cars/skins
+batshit insane upside down loops and♥♥♥♥♥♥.. this is not F1
- some track types/servers have a high learning curve and could be off putting for new players (e.g. fullspeed)
- one annoying bug relating to car skins ...nothing game breaking

if you like TM nations forever this is a nice little graphical upgrade
if you've only played TM canyon/valley .. this is way better get this
if youve never played TM i recomend this game 100% but i warn ye now this is a frustrating game when you first start playing...
you will die
you will DNF
you will crash on the same section of track over and over and over
and you will love it

. This is the future of MMOs. It's honestly so 7\/10 that I could play it for hours without getting bored. The later levels lack the
same spark of interest that levels 1-10 have, but I assume this is because the game is in Early Access.

It's worth it to make an account, play around for a couple hours and send it on its way until it's better.. This game has fine
graphics and controls nicely. If you want a nice immersive mech game this is the best one so far. This game seems to work fine
with an Xbox 360controller I don't know why some others are having trouble with the controls. Kind of tricky the game starts on
the desktop and must be launched from there for it to launch on the headset. Tested on WMR Samsung Odyssey HMD and it
looks and runs great.. WIll not open on mac.. I just gave it a thumbs up because i want to be a rebel. Good idea and good in
game graphics, but weak story and animations.. You play as a dude with jetpack and flamethrower who has to pick up chicks
and kill slimes. Not a fan.
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